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ABSTRACT 
 

 Egyptians, specifically adults, are prone to many stresses in a demanding daily 

life. Recently, there has been extensive research on the role of landscape on human 

wellbeing, compared to the scarcity of empirical research linking landscape and human 

psychology in Egypt. This research assesses the restorative effect of different 

landscape designs on adults’ emotions. It examines the theory of Aesthetic and 

Affective Response to Landscapes in the Egyptian context by comparing two 

landscape settings of different visual design properties in terms of their effect on 

adults’ emotions. A quasi-experimental, causal-comparative case-studies approach was 

conducted on a sample of adult participants who were taken for a led-park walk in two 

spaces in Al-Azhar Park. Data was collected using: visual observation analysis of 

landscape design qualities of the selected spaces, POMS questionnaire for assessing 

emotions, and a landscape preference questionnaire. The data was analyzed 

quantitatively to indicate the impact of different landscape designs on participants’ 

emotions, and qualitatively to understand user preferences. The findings concluded 

that the park visit to “space 1” positively affected participants’ emotions more than 

“space 2” due to its visual landscape design properties. Finally, a matrix linking 

emotions’ categories, restorative qualities, and elements of each space is presented. 
 

KEYWORDS:   Restorative landscape, Stress Reduction, Landscape Design Elements, 

Adults, Al-Azhar Park, Cairo. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Egyptians trigger stress in this demanding daily life. Worldwide, many illnesses 

have been linked to chronic stress. In the last three decades, there have been arising 

research and theories about the vital effect of nature on users with regard to restoration 
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from stresses, depression, and even diseases [1-4]. Olmsted presented the vital impact 

of nature on restoration: "through the influence of the mind over the body, gives the 

effect of refreshing rest and reinvigoration" [5]. A number of studies explained the 

value of paying attention to landscape design of scenery. The notion of preferred and 

non-preferred landscapes arouse in accordance to the effect of different landscapes on 

users’ psychological state [3]. Studies started to examine the emotions of participants 

after visiting landscape sites and engaging in physical or contemplative-based 

activities such as walking or sightseeing through a real experience [6-8]. There is 

scarcity of empirical research in landscape preference in Egypt [9]. This acts as an 

obstacle towards determining and benefiting from restorative landscapes in the 

Egyptian community. Thus, the aim of this paper is to compare the effect of two 

landscape settings of different visual properties in terms of their effect on adults’ 

emotions. 

 

2. RESTORATIVE LANDSCAPES THEORIES 
 

Restorative landscape is any kind of landscape that has a positive impact on 

human wellbeing [10]. The famous theories that emerged on restorative landscapes 

are: Attention Restoration Theory (ART) [11], Ulrich’s Stress Reduction Theory 

(SRT), and the theory of Supportive Garden Design and Biophilia [12]. ART and SRT 

are basic and most widely used in empirical research. This research adopted SRT as it 

is concerned with the restorative effect of landscapes, while ART is concerned with 

the cognitive role on attention and fatigue. SRT can be linked to the Aesthetic and 

Affective Response to Landscapes theory to reach beneficial outcomes. 

 

2.1 Stress Reduction Theory (Psychological Approach) 
 

SRT explains that nature has an effective role in restoring humans, 

psychologically and physiologically, aside from artificial environments [13, 14]. Based 

on a psycho-evolutionary framework, landscapes reduce stress as follows: 1) an 

unconscious response to natural environments always takes place spontaneously, 2) 

slightest exposure to natural landscapes can quickly decrease stress and 3) response to 
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nature depends on the continuity of humans [6, 7]. This theory was supported by many 

studies [3, 7, 15, 17]. A deeper interpretation of  relationship between human aesthetic 

preference of landscapes and  psychological effect on humans aroused [11].  

 

2.2 Preference of Landscapes: Aesthetic and Affective Response Theory 
 

SRT stated that for an environment to help in reducing stress, it should be free 

of high threats to humans [6, 8, 9]. In his theory of Aesthetic and Affective Response 

to natural landscape elements, Ulrich proposed the various natural landscape design 

visual properties that are aesthetically preferred [6, 7]. His framework proposed 

aesthetic natural elements that lead to pleasant affective reaction (emotions) which 

decrease stress. His experimental studies proved that all groups prefer natural scenes 

over built scenery, specifically, if it includes a water element or greenery. Many other 

studies supported these findings [14]. Aesthetic and affective response theory defines 

the aesthetic preference of users for six visual properties of landscapes, which are 

considered effective for restoration as humans innately like them [13]. The six 

attributes are summarized in Table. 1 (based mainly on the theory by [6, 9]). The 

notion of this theory is supported in other several researches [9, 11, 12, 19].  

 

2.3 Assessing Restoration through Profile of Mood States Test (POMS) 
 

Several tests are used to evaluate human psychology in landscape studies, such 

as: positive and negative effect schedule, perceived restorativeness test (used with 

ART as it evaluates user experience rather than emotions), and Profile of Mood States 

(POMS). POMS test is chosen for this study as it is the oldest standardized 

psychological test among others, proved high sensitivity measurements of mood 

profiles in treatment studies [3, 8, 23] and is more widely academically validated than 

others [24]. An abbreviated version of POMS is adopted that is widely used in studies 

[25]. POMS has 40 emotions grouped into 7 categories of effects: tension, depression, 

anger, fatigue, confusion, vigour, and esteem-related affects as shown in Table. 2. 

Each participant should rate a degree for each emotion on a 5-point Likert scale. 
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Instant indicator of total mood disturbance is calculated based on degree-rates for 

emotions. 

Table. 1. Visual landscape properties based on user aesthetic preference. 

V
P

 Aesthetic Preference and 

Affective Response 
Measurement of Qualities 

1
.C

o
m

p
le

x
it

y
 

It is translated into the number of 

separately viewed landscape 

elements in scenery. A higher 

complexity means a greater 

number of elements in the scene 

which are dissimilar of each other. 

High user preference is linked to 

moderate to high complexity, 

while extremes of low or very 

high complexity are not preferred. 

Scale: no/low-moderate-high. 

 
Low complexity 

 
High complexity 

2
.S

tr
u

ct
u

ra
l 

P
ro

p
er

ty
 a

n
d

 F
o

ca
li

ty
 

Structural property is the quality 

used to define whether the 

complexity present creates a focal 

point using order and patterns or 

not. High structural configuration 

is preferred. Focality interprets 

how much a space reflects having 

a point of focus, or catches the eye 

and attention of the viewer.  

Scale: no/low-moderate-high. 

 
Low/Non-structured elements-No 

Focal point 

 
Highly structured -Focal space 

3
.D

ep
th

 Studies revealed positive 

relationships between moderate to 

high depth and aesthetic 

preference for natural scenes. 

Scale: no/low-moderate-high. 

 
Low Depth 

 
High Depth 
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Table. 1. Visual landscape properties based on user aesthetic preference, (Cont.). 
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The ground surface should have 

even or uniform length textures 

that are relatively smooth, and be 

favorable to movement. Textures 

also may affect depth. Scale: 

Rough-moderate-Even. 

 
Rough 

   
Even/uniform 

5
.P
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ce

 o
f 

D
ef

le
ct

ed
 V

is
ta

s A deflected or curving sightline 

should be present, conveying a 

sense that new landscape 

information lies immediately 

beyond the observer’s vision. 

Preference and curiosity occur 

when the line of sight in a natural 

or urban setting is curved, and 

mystery takes place through the 

view of depth. Scale: no/low-

moderate-high. 

 
Non-deflected  vistas 

 
High deflected vistas 

6.Presence of 

Water 

The presence of water element is encouraged as it improves the 

scene and arouses interest and positivity. Scale: no/low-moderate-

high. 

7
.P

re
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ce

 o
f 

Ju
d
g
ed
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h

re
at

 

The presence of a judged threat; 

such as: an edge of a steep cliff, 

a dangerous animal) can produce 

dislike, irrespective of the levels 

of variables such as depth and 

focality. Judged threat should be 

negligible or absent. Scale: 

no/low-moderate-high. 

 
No/low threat 

  
High threat: Site at high level(left) -

Steep slopes (right) 
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Table. 2. Seven categories of POMS test. 

Category Effects in Category 

1 Tension Tense On Edge Uneasy Restless Nervous Anxious 

2 Anger Angry Grouchy Annoyed Resentful Bitter Furious 

3 Fatigue Worn out Fatigued Exhausted Weary Bushed 

4 Depression 
Un-

happy 
Sad 

Hope 

-less 

Discour-

aged 
Miserable Helpless 

Wor-

thless 

5 Confusion Confused 
Unable to 

Concentrate 
Bewildered Forgetful 

Uncertain 

about things 

6 Vigour  Lively Active Energetic Full of Pep Vigorous 

7. Esteem-

related Effect 
Proud Ashamed Competent Confident Satisfied Embarrassed 

 

3. CASE STUDY 
 

The following section discusses the analysis of the case study in Egypt. 

3.1 Selected Case Study: Al Azhar Park, Cairo, Egypt 
 

Among several parks in Cairo, Al- Azhar park is selected as it is known for the 

wide variety of natural and manmade landscape design elements explained in detail in 

the book “Plant Guidebook for Al Azhar Park and the City of Cairo” by the designer 

of the park [26]. Al-Azhar park is one of the sixty great public spaces in the world 

[27]. Figure 1 shows a map of the park. The study is conducted mainly in space No. 7, 

Lake side café (space 1) and space No. 13 observation points – North and South (space 

2). 

 
 

Fig. 1. Map of Al-Azhar Park [28]. 
 

3.2 Methods and Procedures 
 

A causal comparative-case studies approach was used [29]. The research 

compares the effect of two chosen park spaces on the restorativeness of adults in terms 
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of calculating the total mood disturbance for participants after visiting each space. A 

visit of two spaces in Al Azhar Park, which have different visual properties of 

landscape elements, took place. A non-profitable workshop was organized for adult 

students of architecture, urban design, urban planning, and landscape. It was 

announced to students of the different universities in Cairo. Figure 2 below shows the 

led-walk path in the park (route A) for space1 and (route B) for space2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The route of the led- walk experience, google earth (2019). 
 

 The two selected spaces are open spaces in the park. They are similar in terms 

of area (space 1 is 2374 m2 and space 2 is 2472 m2), with a proximity of 263.26 m 

apart. They have been chosen to have contrasting landscape visual properties based on 

theories of preference in the literature as indicated in Table 3. To ensure similar 

weather conditions, both spaces were visited by the same sample of participants on the 

same spring day (temperature of 24°C) on 30 March 2019 at (10-10:30 am) for space 1 

and (10:30-11 am) for space 2 as indicated on Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Areas of selected sites in Al Azhar Park, Google earth (2019). 
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3.2.1  Participants 
 

 It is difficult to apply random assignment [29]. The required representative 

sample size was calculated by a sample size calculator. Participants were selected 

based on stratified random sampling then further quota sampling for quasi 

experimental design. The comparability among participants was based on age, 

education, whether they visited the park two weeks before the workshop, and the 

number of times they use parks per month. A total of 39 out of 58 accepted 

participants committed to the workshop (12 males, 46 females) and 19 were absent. 

Due to incomplete answers, 5 samples had to be excluded [30]. Based on pre-T-test 

analyses, 3 female answers had to be excluded leading to a sum of 31 samples: 8 males 

representing (25.8%) and 23 females representing (74.2%). The age of the participants 

ranged from 19 to 27 (adults). 25 participants (80.6 %) were students specialized in 

architecture and interior design and 6 participants (19.4%) were specialized in urban 

design and planning. Unequal number of males and females made it difficult to tackle 

gender difference and kept it for future research. This may be due to the probable 

higher number of female students in the chosen fields in Egypt.  

 

3.3 Data Collection  
 

 Data was collected by multiple techniques to achieve the aim: firstly, visual 

observations were performed using descriptive narratives and illustrated photographs 

for the two settings to define their contrasting landscape visual properties. Secondly, a 

led-walk experience took place and participants answered 2 questionnaires: the 

standard psychological test POMS to evaluate emotions after visiting each space, and 

another test for assessing users’ preference of landscapes asking about landscape 

preference for visual properties and elements of each setting. 

 

3.4 Results and Discussion 
 

 POMS questionnaire data was quantitatively analysed using SPSS software and 

the remaining data was qualitatively analysed as shown below. 
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3.4.1 Visual observation analysis of the two park spaces 
 

Table 3 is an analysis of the visual properties (VP) of the chosen spaces and 

was conducted based on the 3-point Likert scale indicated in Table 1. 

 Complexity: Space 1 shows moderate to high complexity of landscape elements in 

terms of a great number of different natural elements while Space 2 shows 

moderate to low complexity of natural elements because elements are not tall and 

are less close to each other.  

 Structural property and focality: Space 1 expresses high structural property and 

focality. The terrace acts as a focal point of the space being in the center of the 

space and in the lake. The lake acts as a focal point in the park. There is high 

ordering and patterning of the surrounding elements such as different heights and 

types of trees and shrubs, which increases the focus on the central space. Space 2 

has high to moderate focality as well. The space acts as a focal point on top of a 

cliff, which generates high focality in the park. However, in comparison to Space 

1, Space 2 is not surrounded with natural landscape elements that are well ordered 

to express focality. Unlike Space 1, Space 2 is poor in terms of order of trees and 

natural landscape elements as most of the elements are not at human-eye level 

view. 

 Depth: Space 1 shows moderate depth of natural landscape elements, while Space 

2 shows high depth of the view of buildings in the sky view. 

 Ground surface texture: Space 1 indicates rich to moderate ground surface of even, 

smooth texture expressing a sense of continuous depth on which the participants 

could sit, interact and touch the grass [18]. The moderate to high rich texture helps 

in increasing complexity and enriching the structural property of the composition. 

However, Space 2 contains a rough, uneven texture, which interrupts the depth in 

the scene. Ground surface is unreachable as the site is on high level and is a steep 

slope, which is unsafe to explore. The poor ground surface texture negatively 

affects the space expressing low complexity and structural property. 
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 Presence of deflected vistas: Space 1 indicates moderate to low deflected vistas and 

a slightly curved line of sight along the river, while Space 2 depicts moderate to 

high level of deflected vistas as it is almost one vista. However, a highly curved 

line of sight is found as the slope is viewed from above. 

 Presence of water: Space 1 indicates the presence of water (lake) with fish that 

participants tried to interact with, while Space 2 has no water elements. 

 Presence of judged threat: Threat in Space 1 is absent, while in Space2, a judged 

threat is expressed through the dangerous edge of a steep cliff, the rough ground 

texture and the cacti shrubs (with thrones) are shown along the steep slope, which 

increases danger. 

 

3.4.2  Results of the POMS survey questionnaire  
 

Figure 4 summarizes all the values for total mood disturbance (TMD) after 

visiting Space 1 (TMD for Space1 curve) and TMD after Space 2 (TMD for Space2 

curve) for each participant. It interprets the reasons behind the significant difference of 

the T-test, which proved the aim of the study. The two graphs show almost the same 

curve shape and distribution while answers are shifted downwards resembling the drop 

in participants’ mood disturbance after visiting Space 1 (TMD for Space1 curve) more 

than after Space 2 (TMD for Space2 curve). Almost all participants experienced an 

improvement in their TMD after Space 2 in the same consistent manner as in after 

Space 1. There are a few values in which the TMD for Space 1 was higher than for 

Space 2 values (these cases are marked in rectangles). However, the difference 

between the TMD records for the two conditions for these participants is not large and 

change in participant’s mood was not high (can be ignored). On the other hand, 

marked in ovals are TMD values for participants who scored a huge TMD difference 

between Space 1 and Space 2, which made the curves differ in shape; these 

participants experienced higher restoration effects in Space 1 than in Space 2 than 

others. 
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Table 3. Comparison of visual landscape properties in Spaces 1 and 2. 

Visual 

Property 
Space 1 Space 2 

C
o
m

p
le

x
it

y
 

(a) Trees and shrubs showing 

moderate to high complexity 

 
(c) Higher trees marking 

higher complexity  

 
(b) Low complexity- minimal natural 

elements 

 
(d) Low height natural elements marking 

low complexity 

S
tr

u
ct

u
ra

l 
P

ro
p
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ty

&
 

F
o

ca
li

ty
 

 
(e) High structural property 

and focality 

 
(f) High focality but moderate to low 

structural property 

D
ep

th
 

 
(g) Low to medium depth of palm 

trees and shrubs 

 
(h) High depth but of urban (non-natural 

elements) 
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Table 3. Comparison of visual landscape properties in spaces 1 and 2, (Cont.). 
G
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(i) Even and smooth ground 

texture 

 
(j) Poor and Rough ground texture that is 

not smooth or safe 

D
ef

le
ct

ed
 V

is
ta

s
  

(k) Slightly deflected vista (line of 

sight but the space has varied vistas 

 
(l) Highly deflected vista but not varied 

in views (vistas) 

W
at

er
 E

le
m

en
t

  
(m) Water Lake 

 
(n) Place lacks water elements 

Ju
d
g
ed

 T
h
re

at
  

(o) Very safe place- No judged 

threat 

 
(p) Space raised on a cliff-danger falling 

on a steep slope on shrubs with thorns 
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Fig. 4. Graph of the total mood disturbance values for Space 1 and Space 2. 

 

3.4.2.1   Results of the T-test 
 

Paired-samples of Student’s T test was conducted to analyse and compare the 

total mood disturbance of participants in two different conditions after visiting Space 1 

and after visiting Space 2 in order to assess the impact of the two landscape settings on 

adults’ emotions. Several tests were performed to evaluate the normality of the data 

collected and their validity [20]. Table 4 presents the results of the T-test. The 

difference between the two conditions in terms of mean total mood disturbance record 

(90.97 for After Space 2 and 81.55 for After Space1) was 9.42, and that it was found 

to be statistically significant at the 0.001 level. There was a significant difference in 

the scores for After Space 2 (Mean (M) = 90.97, Standard Deviation (SD) = 19.295) 

and after Space 1 (M = 81.55, SD = 15.67) conditions; t (30) = 3.97, p-value = 4.14 E-

04). The mean values for the TMD measurements proved that participants results 

scored mean TMD at Space 2 (M = 90.97) and mean TMD at Space 1 (M = 81.55); 

that is to say, that Space 2 did not decrease the participants’ TMD as Space 1 did, 

which means that Space 1 impacted the participants more positively (restoration from 

negative emotions). The results of the study supported the previous studies in the 
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literature which [6, 9] in reference to SRT and preference to landscape visual 

properties. 

Table 4. Differences in emotions between after Space 1 and after Space ”. 

 

No. of 

Adults 
Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 

Paired 

Diff. Std. 

Deviation 

t 

Stat 

P-value 

(T<=t) 

two-tail 

t-Stat > t 

critical 

Sig-

nificance 

After 

Space 

2 

31 90.97 19.295 13.208 3.97 
4.14E-

04 

Yes 

T 

critical= 

2.0452 

Significant 

at level P < 

0.001 

After 

Space 

1 

31 81.55 15.67 
     

 

3.4.3  Preference of landscapes questionnaire results  
 

Participants answered this questionnaire at the end of the walk. 75% of the 

participants visited the park for the first time and 25% stated that they visit it less than 

once a week. 100% of the participants confirmed that they experienced a difference in 

effect after the park visit. 6.5% of participants did not find a difference in effect 

between Space1 and Space2, while 93.5% found a difference. When participants were 

asked about their preference between the two visited park spaces in general, 24 (3 

males and 21 females) representing 77.4% of participants preferred Space 1 over 

Space 2, which was chosen by only 5 (3 males and 2 females) representing 16.1%. 

These results confirmed the results of the POMS test (experiencing positive effect in 

Space1 than in Space 2). Furthermore, two males (6.5%) thought that both spaces were 

equal. Participants were asked to express how Space 1 differed from Space 2. Table 5 

shows a matrix of the percentage of each effect in each space in relation to the 

restorative qualities and elements of that space. The matrix was created from the 

descriptive answers of participants, for example: Space 1 is “more calm and relaxing” 

and “I can see the greens, blue sky, and play in water or sit on the grass and meditate”. 

Mean values of effect were based on the POMS test values. 55% of participants rated 

the water element as the element that positively affected their effect the most, while 

35% ranked trees as the secondly preferred element, 9.7% stated other elements, such 

as: flowers, fish, grass, wind, and sound of birds. These results hypothesized the link 
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between the two main theories among which this research was established “Theory of 

Stress Recovery” and “Aesthetic and Affective Response to Natural Environment” 

[14]. 

Table 5. Affective and landscape aesthetic preference matrix. 
 Space 1 (S1) 

and Space 2 

(S2) 

Restorative Qualities and Elements 

S1 S2 

Tension 
Mean S1=2.35 

Mean S2=4.5 

Qualities: 

(1) Moderate to high 

complexity 

(2) High structural 

property and focality 

(3) High presence of 

water 

(4) Low threat 

(5) Even/soft ground 

surface texture 

Elements: 

-water-trees-fish-shrubs-

flowers-sound of water – 

sound of birds-grass 

decrease tension, anger, 

fatigue, depression and 

increase vigour. 

Qualities: 

(1) High Depth 

(2) High focality 

(3) Moderate to high deflected vistas 

release depression and arouses vigour 

(4) High presence of threat arouses vigour 

to 10%  

Elements: 

-Shrubs-trees-flowers-sky view decrease 

tension. 

-Cactus produces negative emotions 26% 

of participants 

-Steep slopes in vistas increase confusion, 

but 15% preferred them. 

-Absence of water-rough and poor surface 

texture arouses anger and tension. 

Anger 
Mean S1=1.5 

Mean S2=2.2 

Fatigue 
Mean S1=2.4 

Mean S2=3.1 

Depression 
Mean S1=1.8 

Mean S2=3.2 

Confusion 
Mean S1=3.16 

Mean S2=3.8 

Vigour 
Mean S1=13.4 

Mean S2=10.9 

Esteem 

related 

Effect 

Almost the 

same 

 Mean S1=3.2 

Mean S2=3 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

 The study proved that the presence of certain landscape visual properties that 

are commonly preferred among people provided more restorative effects than spaces 

lacking these preferred visual properties. The results of the T-test hypothesised 

significantly different results between the total mood disturbance TMD results for 

Space1 and Space 2, where Space1 scored a better positive impact on the effect of 

participants. Results of the preference questionnaire showed that participants preferred 

the landscape visual properties in Space 1 over Space 2, which agreed with the 
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literature findings that certain preferred landscapes can arouse restoration and have a 

positive role on effect than less preferred ones. These findings are vital for the process 

of landscape design and human health.  
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 القئهرة -حديقة الأزهرلدراستة  :لمنئظر الطبيعية على البئلغينللتصئميم المختلفة لي ستترائ التأثير الا
يقييي البحث ايييثبحثايييابي بحصييييي البثاقيييل ل عبحثللحخيييةبحثى  ش يييابحثلغان ييياب نييي ب  ييي   بحث ييي ث ي ب ييي ب

درحسابنظ ياب"حلاساي بابحثيل ث ابوحثع طف يابثنلاي   بحثى  ش يا"بايلبحث ي  صبحثلقي رببلن رنيابن يني بخلالب
 يي ب لحخييةبط  ش يياباحعبخقيي ة ب غان ييابثناقييل لبحث قيي رىبوشابي اليي ب نيي ب  يي   بحث يي ث ي بب سيياغ ح ب

حصىا اهلبالبنزاابأسنلبب ن ربابش هبشي ي لبو ن رنابس   هب ن ب يااب  بحثل  ركي بحث  ث ي بحثذي بشلب
ثلاىنايييي ب غان ايييي بدحخيييلأبه ينيييابحجماييي بهييييثبشيييلبصليييةبحث   نييي عببللاهظيييابخقييي ة بشقيييل لبحثللحخيييةب
حثى  ش ابثنلاىناي بحثلغا رشي ىبوحص حءببحسا   ني بثاني لبحجب بحثع ط لب ن بحثل  ركي بوحثا ضيلأبثنلا   ب

لحخيةبحثى  ش يابحثلغان ياب ني ب  ط يابحثل ي ركي ىبحثى  ش ابوشلبشانيلأبحث   ن عبكل ً بث صي بشيابي بشا ييلبحثل
"بب ثا ينييابأبيي عبب ييالأب يييي الب نيي ب١ب-ونلعً يي بث هييلبش ضيييلاعبحثل يياغ  ي بوبش ييي بألبمييي ر ب"حثلاىنيياب

"بنظييي حبثنغقييي ة بحث قييي يابثاقيييل لبحثللحخيييةبحثى  ش يييابوشيييلب٢ب-  ييي   بحثل ييي ركي بأ "ييي ب ييي ب"حثلاىنييياب
بقل لبوحثعا ص بحثى  ش ابحثل ضنابثنل اغ  ي بوحثل   ابثناابي حثالصلأبثلق لاابش بطباي بخق ة بحثا

ب ن بحثا ثابحثا   ابثنل  ركي بالبكلأب  بحثلاىناي .بحصيي ال


